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Transbeam is a managed service provider 
that was founded in 1996 as an engineering 
company, and to this day has a strong 
engineering team focus. They provide an 
array of voice, cloud, data and professional 
IT services to businesses nationwide. With 
a state-of-the-art MPLS/VPLS fiber core 
network they offer data and voice services 
with multi-access transport capabilities (Fiber, 
EOC, T1, DSL) for any type or size of location. 
With a strong focus on customized network 
designs, they also differentiate themselves 
from other connectivity providers by offering 
professional wiring and installation services and 
by managing that process from start to finish, 
especially for multi-location networks. 

When Transbeam took a hard look at the 60 
Hudson facility in New York, and considered 
which players there offered access to a high 

volume of carriers and direct connections to a 
number of major cloud players, Digital Realty 

became the logical choice. 
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The Company:

In 2012 Transbeam began looking for a new partner 

to migrate their colocation and data center services 

to, initially at the 60 Hudson facility in New York City, 

but with a plan to expand that to multiple locations 

around the country in the months that followed. 

Transbeam recognized that choosing the correct 

data center technology partner was crucial to the 

success of their national expansion plans, and to 

their ability to offer a more sophisticated product set 

to their existing customer base.

Challenge:

The importance of the data center can not be 

overstated. It is a central gathering place where 

customers are one connection away from hundreds 

of major telecom and data networks. They facilitate 

easy connections in a carrier-neutral environment 

that encourages competition and enables mutually 

beneficial peering agreements to be worked out 

between a variety of providers at every level. 

As businesses globally become more and more 

dependent on “the cloud” to deliver vital applications 

and software on a daily basis, the backbone of THE 

CLOUD remains the Data Center.

Transbeam was searching for the correct technology 

partner to help build out their domestic colocation 

footprint so that they could better serve the 

 

”

”

Transbeam has been 
so satisfied with the 
choice they made at 
that first deployment 
in New York that they 
have since expanded to 
four additional locations, 
bringing their total number 
of deployments with Digital 
Realty to five. 

needs of their own customers. They were looking to not only offer their existing customers additional service options, but also to 

expand the number of locations where they could offer these services, opening up new markets and increasing the number of 

customers they could serve in those markets. With such ambitious expansion plans, they needed to leverage a partner that had 

interconnection agreements and cross connect capabilities with multiple carriers and service providers in multiple locations, and 

operating in those strategic markets where they needed to deploy their services. They sought out a provider that would ideally 

have a nationwide network reach and a number of strategic carrier network NNIs (Network to Network Interfaces).

Solution:

When Transbeam took a hard look at the 60 Hudson facility in New York, and considered which players there offered access to a 

high volume of carriers and direct connections to a number of major cloud players, Digital Realty became the logical choice. 

Transbeam has been so satisfied with the choice they made at that first deployment in New York that they have since expanded to 

four additional locations, bringing their total number of deployments with Digital Realty to five. 
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In 2014 they began to build into 36 NE in Miami, then 

in 2015 they deployed in 56 Marietta in Atlanta, as 

well as at 2323 Bryan in Dallas and 350 Cermak in 

Chicago. Digital Realty now provides roughly 90% 

of Transbeam’s colocation data center requirements 

throughout the country, according to Brian Murray, 

Transbeam’s Director of Network Engineering. “Based 

on our past experience and our relationship with the 

account management team at Digital Realty – it was a 

no brainer for us to continue with them and to expand 

the relationship when we went into other markets,” Mr. 

Murray stated.  

Transbeam had a tight schedule for expanding their 

markets to multiple locations in the last year, and 

Digital Realty was an integral part in their success 

in doing so. During a five month window in 2015, 

Digital Realty rolled out their data center services 

for Transbeam in four different cities nationwide. 

According to Mr. Murray, all of those deployments were 

delivered as promised during the initial project kickoff 

It was a no brainer for 
us to continue with 
them and to expand 
the relationship when 
we went into other 
markets

”

” call, with the orders properly labeled with the hour and 

date, and with no delay at all. “That is extremely valuable 

to us when I have a really tight deadline to meet,” said 

Murray. 

Additionally, by locating data centers closer to their end 

users in these markets, Transbeam significantly lowered 

latency for their existing customers in the metro areas 

where they have expanded. This drop in latency and 

jitter directly corresponds to the lower costs and higher 

customer satisfaction rates that these faster connectivity 

speeds make possible.

From handling a large migration of an entire metro 

region’s POPs from one floor to another with ease, to 

dealing with unforeseen circumstances that arose during 

their Miami deployment, Transbeam found Digital Realty 

account management and engineering services to be 

extremely reliable and responsive. “For me it comes down 

to flexibility and a close working relationship with our 

vendor,” Murray said. “Its not just about price, I want a 

partner that will deliver time and time again, and Digital 

Realty has done that for me on a number of occasions,” he 

added.   
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Summary:

Transbeam has worked with other colocation providers in the past, but now always looks closely at Digital Realty’s portfolio of data 

centers before moving into a new market. Digital Realty’s wide variety of market locations, coupled with the ecosystem of carriers 

it provides access to, allows Transbeam the ability to provide their customers an all-in-one solution. The majority of Transbeam 

deployments are within Digital Realty’s interconnection data centers where they can leverage Digital Realty’s high volume of 

carriers.

Another important tool that Transbeam utilizes is Digital Realty’s award winning MarketplacePORTAL. This highly responsive 

and intuitive tool allows all customers to gain access to the Digital Realty ecosystem from any device; mobile or desktop. 

MarketplacePORTAL’s features include managing access rights to physically enter data centers, submitting trouble tickets, viewing 

invoices, tracking all open, closed or cancelled cases, and seamlessly ordering new products and services. With the help of this tool, 

customers spend less time on data center management and more time on scaling their business. Transbeam’s Murray was equally 

impressed, stating “Their portal is a great tool, very helpful and intuitive. It has really helped Transbeam to be more scalable and 

predictable.” 

Another important 
tool that 
Transbeam utilizes 
is Digital Realty’s 
award winning 
MarketplacePORTAL.

”
”

From a marketing perspective as well, Digital Realty goes even 

further for their customers, giving Transbeam and every other 

customer access to the world’s leading companies in New York 

City each year for a one day event known as MarketplaceLIVE. 

This dynamic event brings together leading cloud computing 

providers, service providers, financial markets firms, large 

enterprises, and media and entertainment companies, as well 

as a plethora of industry analysts and thought leaders. Digital 

Realty customers like Transbeam get a chance to meet, make 

connections, and form partnerships with other exhibitors and 

organizations attending the event.  

Transbeam’s Director of Marketing Bianca Batten commented 

about the event, “It is of great value to us because it is free for 

us to attend and we are able to meet with a lot of our vendors 

and partners there as well as a couple thousand attendees.” 

She added that “not a lot of other partners will go that extra 

step to provide that type of marketing and sales support.”

Digital Realty has helped Transbeam to become more efficient with their onboarding and service delivery process. They’ve also 

affected improvements in engineering and operations with the support of both their people and their portal. From a complete 

management perspective they have streamlined multiple aspects of their order submission and cross connect procedures as 

well as simplifying their power and space management processes. Between the human support and the effectiveness of the 

MarketplacePORTAL tool Transbeam was better able to manage their inventory and have a more truthful audit of their network.

Earning a customer’s confidence in the technology sector is not an easy task, but by delivering results consistently and efficiently 

time and time again, Digital Realty has become a valuable and reliable partner for Transbeam. The company on average now 

interconnects with four to six different carriers in each of Digital Realty’s data centers where they operate, with the exception of 

New York, where they have even more connections. 
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About Digital Realty
Digital Realty Trust, Inc. supports the data 

center and colocation strategies of more than 

1,000 firms across its secure, network-rich 

portfolio of data centers located throughout 

North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.  

Digital Realty’s clients include domestic and 

international companies of all sizes, ranging 

from financial services, cloud and information 

technology services, to manufacturing, energy, 

gaming, life sciences and consumer products. 

www.digitalrealty.com

Working together, these two technology partners bring more and better services to an ever expanding base of customers in 

cities and towns all over the US. It has been a productive and profitable partnership for both parties, and Transbeam intends 

to continue to leverage the relationship in the future. Mr. Murray again reiterated, “We have the utmost confidence in them. 

From a physical and connectivity perspective and also based upon the support we get from their people and the value of their 

portal. I feel confident Digital Realty will be able to help us move forward into the future.” 


